
DB 9.2: Sharing & Review the Public Writing 
 
Remember that your choices for public writing (culminating project, Part II) include the following: 

1. Write a letter to the editor, a government official, a key player within your community-based theme, etc. 
2. Post to a selection (2-3) of well-known, respected blogs in your theme (please get approval before posting). 
3. Create your own blog dedicated to the theme you’ve chosen 

This Discussion Forum is an opportunity to talk a little bit with your peers about what kind of public writing you want to do, to 
share resources, and to set up a peer review of your public writing.  What kind of resources might you find and share? 

• Informative, reputable blogs within your theme 
• Information on how to create a theme-based blog 
• Ideas about how to write some pieces that frame your theme’s class blog site 
• Information on current issues within your theme that might spark a letter to the editor or a letter to a non-profit, the city, a local 

politician, etc. 
STEP ONE 
Your post should include the following: 

1. A reminder of what your research question is and a sentence about the kind of public writing you have chosen. 
2. A link to at least one resource that you’ve found related to the kind of public writing you are considering (see list above; you could 

include, for example, a link to information about how to write to the governor). 
3. A draft of as much of your public writing as it is possible to submit at this point. 
4. Any questions you need answered that your peers might be able to help you with. 

STEP TWO (Reviews must be posted by Wednesday) 
1. Each of you should publically state which peer you will review.   Find a way to make sure each peer gets at least one review of 

their work.  
2. The review of each peer’s work should include answering the 3-4 questions posed by each peer and making note of any other 

writing/citation questions you have for that writer after reviewing his/her work. 

	  


